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Abstract
Far memory systems allow an application to transparently
access local memory as well as memory belonging to remote machines. Fault tolerance is a critical property of any
practical approach for far memory, since machine failures
(both planned and unplanned) are endemic in datacenters.
However, designing a fault tolerance scheme that is efficient
with respect to both computation and storage is difficult. In
this paper, we introduce Carbink, a far memory system that
uses erasure-coding, remote memory compaction, one-sided
RMAs, and offloadable parity calculations to achieve fast,
storage-efficient fault tolerance. Compared to Hydra, a stateof-the-art fault-tolerant system for far memory, Carbink has
29% lower tail latency and 48% higher application performance, with at most 35% higher memory usage.

1

Introduction

In a datacenter, matching a particular application to just
enough memory and CPUs is hard. A commodity server
tightly couples memory and compute, hosting a fixed number
of CPUs and RAM modules that are unlikely to exactly match
the computational requirements of any particular application.
Even if a datacenter contains a heterogeneous mix of server
configurations, the load on each server (and thus the amount
of available resources for a new application) changes dynamically as old applications exit and new applications arrive.
Thus, even state-of-the-art cluster schedulers [51, 52] struggle
to efficiently bin-pack a datacenter’s aggregate collection of
CPUs and RAM. For example, Google [52] and Alibaba [34]
report that the average server has only ~60% memory utilization, with substantial variance across machines.
Memory is a particularly vexing resource for two reasons.
First, for several important types of applications [19, 20, 33,
54], the data set is too big to fit into the RAM of a single
machine, even if the entire machine is assigned to a single
application instance. Second, for these kinds of applications,
alleviating memory pressure by swapping data between RAM
and storage [14] would lead to significant application slowdowns, because even SSD accesses are orders of magnitude
slower than RAM accesses. For example, Google runs a graph
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analysis engine [28] whose data set is dozens of GBs in size.
This workload runs 46% faster when it shuffles data purely
through RAM instead of between RAM and SSDs.
Disaggregated datacenter memory [2,5,15,16,22,44,46] is
a promising solution. In this approach, a CPU can be paired
with an arbitrary set of possibly-remote RAM modules, with
a fast network interconnect keeping access latencies to far
memory small. From a developer’s perspective, far memory
can be exposed to applications in several ways. For example,
an OS can treat far RAM as a swap device, transparently
exchanging pages between local RAM and far RAM [5,22,46].
Alternatively, an application-level runtime like AIFM [44]
can expose remotable pointer abstractions to developers, such
that pointer dereferences (or the runtime’s detection of high
memory pressure) trigger swaps into and out of far memory.
Much of the prior work on disaggregated memory [2,44,55]
has a common limitation: a lack of fault tolerance. Unfortunately, in a datacenter containing hundreds of thousands
of machines, faults are pervasive. Many of these faults are
planned, like the distribution of kernel upgrades that require
server reboots, or the intentional termination of a low-priority
task when a higher-priority task arrives. However, many server
faults are unpredictable, like those caused by hardware failures or kernel panics. Thus, any practical system for far memory has to provide a scalable, fast mechanism to recover from
unexpected server failures. Otherwise, the failure rate of an
application using far memory will be much higher than the
failure rate of an application that only uses local memory;
the reason is that the use of far memory increases the set of
machines whose failure can impact an application [8].
Some prior far-memory systems do provide fault tolerance via replication [5, 22, 46]. However, replication-based
approaches suffer from high storage overheads. Hydra [29]
uses erasure coding, which has smaller storage penalties than
replication. However, Hydra’s coding scheme stripes a single memory page across multiple remote nodes. This means
that a compute node requires multiple network fetches to reconstruct a page; furthermore, computation over that page
cannot be outsourced to remote memory nodes, since each
node contains only a subset of the page’s bytes.

In this paper, we present Carbink,1 a new framework for
far memory that provides efficient, high-performance fault
recovery. Like (non-fault-tolerant) AIFM, Carbink exposes
far memory to developers via application-level remoteable
pointers. When Carbink’s runtime must evict data from local RAM, Carbink writes erasure-coded versions of that data
to remote memory nodes. The advantage of erasure coding
is that it provides equivalent redundancy to pure replication,
while avoiding the double or triple storage overheads that
replication incurs. However, straightforward erasure coding
is a poor fit for the memory data created by applications written in standard programming languages like C++ and Go;
those applications allocate variable-sized memory objects,
but erasure coding requires equal-sized blocks. To solve this
problem, Carbink eschews the object-granularity swapping
strategy of AIFM, and instead swaps at the granularity of
spans. A single span consists of multiple memory pages that
contain objects with similar sizes. Carbink’s runtime asynchronously and transparently moves local objects within the
spans in local memory, grouping cold objects together and
hot objects together. When necessary, Carbink batch-evicts
cold spans, calculating parity bits for those spans at eviction
time, and writing the associated fragments to remote memory
nodes. Carbink utilizes one-sided remote memory accesses
(RMAs) to efficiently perform swapping activity, minimizing
network utilization. Unlike Hydra, Carbink’s erasure coding
scheme allows a compute node to fetch a far memory region
using a single network request.
In Carbink, each span lives in exactly one place: the local
RAM of a compute node, or the far RAM of a memory node.
Thus, swapping a span from far RAM to local RAM creates
dead space (and thus fragmentation) in far RAM. Carbink
runs pauseless defragmentation threads in the background,
asynchronously reclaiming space to use for later swap-outs.
We have implemented Carbink atop our datacenter infrastructure. Compared to Hydra, Carbink has up to 29% lower
tail latency and 48% higher application performance, with
at most 35% more remote memory usage. Unlike Hydra,
Carbink also allows computation to be offloaded to remote
memory nodes.
In summary, this paper has four contributions:
• a span-based approach for solving the size mismatch between the granularity of erasure coding and the size of the
objects allocated by compute nodes;
• new algorithms for defragmenting the RAM belonging to
remote memory nodes that store erasure-encoded spans;
• an application runtime that hides spans, object migration
within spans, and erasure coding from application-level
developers; and
• a thorough evaluation of the performance trade-offs made
by different approaches for adding fault tolerance to far
memory systems.
1 Carbink

is a Pokémon that has a high defense score.

2

Background

Recent work on far memory has used one of two approaches.
The first approach modifies the OS that runs applications,
exploiting the fact that preexisting OS abstractions already
decouple application-visible in-memory data from the backing storage hierarchy. For example, INFINISWAP [22],
Fastswap [5], and LegoOS [46] leverage virtual memory support to swap application memory to far RAM instead of a local
SSD or hard disk. Applications use standard language-level
pointers to interact with memory objects; behind the scenes,
the OS swaps pages between local RAM and far RAM, e.g., in
response to page faults for non-locally-resident pages. In contrast, the remote region approach [2] exposes far memory via
file system abstractions. Applications name remote memory
regions using standard filenames, and interact with regions
using standard file operations like open() and read().
Exposing far memory via OS abstractions is attractive because it requires minimal changes to application-level code.
However, invasive kernel changes are needed; such changes
require substantial implementation effort, and are difficult to
maintain as other parts of the kernel evolve.
The second far-memory approach requires more help from
application-level code. For example, AIFM [44] uses a modified C++ runtime to hide the details of managing far memory.
The runtime provides special pointer types whose dereferencing may trigger the swapping of a remote C++-level object
into local RAM. AIFM’s runtime tracks object hotness using
GC-style read/write barriers, and uses background threads to
swap out cold local objects when local memory pressure is
high. To synchronize the local memory accesses generated
by application threads and runtime threads, AIFM embeds a
variety of metadata bits (e.g., present, isBeingEvicted)
in each smart pointer, leveraging an RCU-like scheme [36] to
protect concurrent accesses to a pointer’s referenced object.
Listing 1 provides an example of how applications use
AIFM’s smart pointers. Like AIFM, Carbink exposes far memory via smart pointers, but unlike AIFM, Carbink provides
fault tolerance.

3

Carbink Design

Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of Carbink. Compute nodes execute single-process (but potentially multithreaded) applications that want to use far memory. Memory
nodes provide far memory that compute nodes use to store
application data that cannot fit in local RAM. A logicallycentralized memory manager tracks the liveness of compute
nodes and memory nodes. The manager also coordinates the
assignment of far memory regions to compute nodes. When a
memory node wants to make a local memory region available
to compute nodes, the memory node registers the region with
the memory manager. Later, when a compute node requires
far memory, the compute node sends an allocation request to
the memory manager, who then assigns a registered, unallo-
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RemUniquePtr<Node> rem_ptr = AIFM::MakeUnique<Node>();
{
DerefScope scope;
Node* normal_ptr = rem_ptr.Deref(scope);
computeOverNodeObject(normal_ptr);
} // Scope is destroyed; Node object can be evicted.
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cated region. Upon receiving a deallocation message from a
compute node, the memory manager marks the associated region as available for use by other compute nodes. A memory
node can ask the memory manager to deregister a previously
registered (but currently unallocated) region, withdrawing the
region from the global pool of far memory.
Carbink does not require participating machines to use custom hardware. For example, any machine in a datacenter can
be a memory node if that machine runs the Carbink memory
host daemon. Similarly, any machine can be a compute node
if that node’s applications use the Carbink runtime.
From the perspective of an application developer, the
Carbink runtime allows a program to dynamically allocate
and deallocate memory objects of arbitrary size. As described
in Section 3.2, programs access those objects through AIFMlike remotable pointers [44]. When applications dereference
pointers that refer to non-local (i.e., swapped-out) objects,
Carbink pulls the desired objects from far memory. Under
the hood, Carbink’s runtime manages objects using spans
(§3.3) and spansets (§3.4). A span is a contiguous run of
memory pages; a single region allocated by a compute node
contains one or more spans. Similar to slab allocators like
Facebook’s jemalloc [17] and Google’s TCMalloc [21, 24],
Carbink rounds up each object allocation to the bin size of the
relevant span, and aligns each span to the page size used by
compute nodes and memory nodes. Carbink swaps far memory into local memory at the granularity of a span; however,
when local memory pressure is high, Carbink swaps local
memory out to far memory at the granularity of a spanset
(i.e., a collection of spans of the same size). In preparation for
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Listing 1: Example of how AIFM applications interact with
far memory. In the code above, the application first allocates a
Node object that is managed by a particular RemUniquePtr.
Such a remote unique pointer represents a pointer to an object
that (1) can be swapped between local and far memory, and
(2) can only be pointed to by a single application-level pointer.
The code then creates a new scope via an open brace, declares
a DerefScope variable, and invokes the RemUniquePtr’s
Deref() method, passing the DerefScope variable as an
argument. Deref() essentially grabs an RCU lock on the
remotable memory object, and returns a normal C++ pointer
to the application. After the application has finished using the
normal pointer, the scope terminates and the destructor of the
DerefScope runs, releasing the RCU lock and allowing the
object to be evicted from local memory.
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Figure 1: Carbink’s high-level architecture.
swap-outs, background threads on compute nodes group cold
objects into cold spans, and bundle a group of cold spans into a
spanset; at eviction time, the threads generate erasure-coding
parity data for the spanset, and then evict the spanset and the
parity data to remote nodes. As we discuss in Sections 3.4
and 3.5, this approach simplifies memory management and
fault tolerance.
Carbink disallows cross-application memory sharing. This
approach is a natural fit for our target applications, and has
the advantage of simplifying failure recovery and avoiding
the need for expensive coherence traffic [46].

3.1

Failure Model

Carbink implements the logically-centralized memory manager as a replicated state machine [1, 45]. Thus, Carbink assumes that the memory manager will not fail. Carbink assumes that memory nodes and compute nodes may experience
fail-stop faults. Carbink does not handle Byzantine failures
or partial network failures.
The memory manager tracks the liveness of compute nodes
and memory nodes via heartbeats. When a compute node fails,
the memory manager instructs the memory nodes to deallocate the relevant spans; if applications desire, they can use an
application-level fault tolerance scheme like checkpointing
to ensure that application-level data is recoverable. When
a memory node fails, the memory manager deregisters the
node’s regions from the global pool of far memory. However,
erasure-coding recovery of the node’s regions is initiated by a
compute node when the compute node unsuccessfully tries to
read or write a span belonging to the failed memory node. If
an application thread on a compute node tries to read a span
that is currently being recovered, the read will use Carbink’s
degraded read protocol (§3.5), reconstructing the span using
data from other spans and parity blocks.

3.2

Remotable Pointers

Like AIFM, Carbink exposes far memory through C++-level
smart pointers. However, as shown in Figure 2, Carbink uses
a different pointer encoding to represent span information.
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Meaning
Is the object in local RAM or far RAM?
Is the object (spin)locked by a thread?
Is the pointer a unique pointer or a shared pointer?
Is the object being moved by a background thread?
Is the object being evicted by a background thread?
Is the object frequently accessed?

(c) Field semantics.
Figure 2: Carbink’s RemUniquePtr representation. In contrast to AIFM [44], Carbink does not embed information about
a data structure ID or an object size. Instead, Carbink embeds
span metadata (namely, a Region ID and a Span ID) to associate a pointed-to object with its backing span.

A Carbink RemUniquePtr has the same size as a traditional
std::unique_ptr (i.e., 8 bytes). The Present bit indicates
whether the pointed-to object resides in local RAM. The
Shared bit indicates whether a pointer implements uniquepointer semantics or shared-pointer semantics; the former
only allows a single reference to the pointed-to object. The
Lock, Moving, and Evicting bits are used to synchronize
object accesses between application threads and Carbink’s
background threads (§3.6). The Hotness byte is consulted by
the background threads when deciding whether an object is
cold (and thus a priority for eviction).
If an object is local, the local virtual address of the object is
directly embedded in the pointer. If an object has been evicted,
the pointer describes how to locate the object. In particular, the
Obj ID indicates the location of an object within a particular
span; the Span ID identifies that span; and the Region ID
denotes the far memory region that contains the span.
Carbink supports two smart pointer types: RemUniquePtr,
which only allows one reference to the underlying object,
and RemSharedPtr, which allows multiple references. When
moving or evicting an object, Carbink’s background threads
need a way to locate and update the smart pointer(s) which
reference the object. To do so, Carbink uses AIFM’s approach
of embedding a “reverse pointer” in each object; the reverse
pointer points to the object’s single RemUniquePtr, or to the
first RemSharedPtr that references the object. An individual RemSharedPtr is 16 bytes large, with the last 8 bytes
storing a pointer that references the next RemSharedPtr in
the list. Thus, Carbink’s runtime can find all of an object’s
RemSharedPtrs by discovering the first one via the object’s
reverse pointer, and then iterating across the linked list.
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Figure 3: Allocation sizes in our production workloads.

3.3

Span-Based Memory Management

Local memory management: A span is a contiguous set of
pages that contain objects of the same size class. Carbink supports 86 different size classes, and aligns each span on an 8KB
boundary; Carbink borrows these configuration parameters
from TCMalloc [21, 24], which observed these parameters to
reduce internal fragmentation. When an application allocates
a new object, Carbink tries to round the object size up to the
nearest size class and assign a free object slot from an appropriate span. If the object is bigger than the largest size class,
Carbink rounds the object size up to the nearest 8KB-aligned
size, and allocates a dedicated span to hold it.
To allocate spans locally, Carbink uses a local page heap.
The page heap is an array of free lists, with each list tracking
8KB-aligned free spans of a particular size (e.g., 2MB, 4MB,
etc.). If Carbink cannot find a free span big enough to satisfy
an allocation request, Carbink allocates a new span, using
mmap() to request 2MB huge pages from the OS.
Allocating and deallocating via the page heap is mutexprotected because application threads may issue concurrent
allocations or deallocations. To reduce contention on the page
heap, each thread reserves a private (i.e., thread-local) cache of
free spans for each size class. Carbink also maintains a global
cache of free lists, with each list having its own spinlock.
When a thread wants to allocate a span whose size can be
handled by one of Carbink’s predefined size classes, the thread
first tries to allocate from the thread-local cache, then the
global cache, and finally the page heap. For larger allocation
requests, threads allocate spans directly from the page heap.
Carbink associates each span with several pieces of metadata, including an integer that describes the span’s size class,
and a bitvector that indicates which object slots are free. To
map a locally-resident object to its associated span metadata,
Carbink uses a two-level radix tree called the local page map.
The lookup procedure is similar to a page table walk: the first
20 bits of an object’s virtual address index into the first-level
radix tree table, and the next 15 bits index into a second-level
table. The same mapping approach allows Carbink to map the
virtual address of a locally-resident span to its metadata.
Far memory management: On a compute node, local spans
contain a subset of an application’s memory state. The rest of
that state is stored in far spans that live in far memory regions.
Recall from Figure 2b that a Carbink pointer to a non-local
object embeds the object’s Region ID and Span ID.

To allocate or deallocate a region, a compute node sends
a request to the memory manager. A single Carbink region
is 1GB or larger, since Carbink targets applications whose
total memory requirements are hundreds or thousands of GBs.
Upon successfully allocating a region, the compute node updates a region table which maps the Region ID of the allocated
region to the associated far memory node.
A compute node manages far spans and far regions using
additional data structures that are analogous to the ones that
manage local spans. A far page heap handles the allocation
and deallocation of far spans belonging to allocated regions.
A far page map associates a far Span ID with metadata that (1)
names the enclosing region (as a Region ID) and (2) describes
the offset of the far span within that region.
Each application thread has a private far cache; Carbink
also maintains a global far cache that is visible to all application threads. To swap out a local span of size s, a compute
node must first use the far page heap (or a far cache if possible) to allocate a free far span of size s. Similarly, after a
compute node swaps in a far span, the node deallocates the
far span, returning the far span to its source (either the far
page heap or a far cache).
Span filtering and swapping: The Carbink runtime executes
filtering threads that iterate through the objects in locallyresident spans and move those objects to different local spans.
Carbink’s object shuffling has two goals.
• First, Carbink wants to create hot spans (containing only
hot objects) and cold spans (containing only cold ones);
when local memory pressure is high, Carbink’s eviction
threads prefer to swap out spansets containing cold spans.
Carbink tracks object hotness using GC-style read/write
barriers [4, 23]. Thus, by the time that a filtering thread
examines an object, the Hotness byte in the object’s pointer
(see Figure 2) has already been set. Upon examining the
Hotness byte, a filtering thread updates the byte using the
CLOCK algorithm [12].
• Second, object shuffling allows Carbink to garbage-collect
dead objects by moving live objects to new spans and
then deallocating the old spans. During eviction, Carbink
utilizes efficient one-sided RMA writes to swap spansets
out to far memory nodes; this approach allows Carbink to
avoid software-level overheads (e.g., associated with thread
scheduling) on the far node.
From the application’s perspective, object movement and
spanset eviction are transparent. This transparency is possible because each object embeds a reverse pointer (§3.2)
that allows filtering threads and evicting threads to determine
which smart pointers require updating.
Carbink swaps far memory into local memory at the granularity of a span. As with swap-outs, Carbink uses one-sided
RMAs for swap-ins. Swapping at the granularity of a span
simplifies far memory management, since compute nodes
only have to remember how spans map to memory nodes (as
opposed to how the much larger number of objects map to

memory nodes). However, swapping in at span granularity
instead of object granularity has a potential disadvantage: if
a compute node swaps in a span containing multiple objects,
but only uses a small number of those objects, then the compute node will have wasted network bandwidth (to fetch the
unneeded objects) and CPU time (to update the remotable
pointers for those unneeded objects). We collectively refer to
these penalties as swap-in amplification.
To reduce the likelihood of swap-in amplification,
Carbink’s filtering and eviction threads prioritize the scanning
and eviction of spansets containing large objects. The associated spans contain fewer objects per span; thus, swapping
in these spans will reduce the expected number of unneeded
objects. Figure 3 shows that, for our production workloads,
large objects occupy the majority of memory. Moreover, most
hot objects are small; for example, in our company’s geodistributed database [13], roughly 95% of accesses involve
objects smaller than 1.8KB. As a result, an eviction scheme
which prioritizes large-object spansets is well-suited for our
target applications.
In Carbink, a local span has a three-state lifecycle. A span
is first created due to a swap-in or local allocation. The span
transitions to the filtering state upon being examined by filtering threads. Once filtering completes, those spans transition
to the evicting state when evicting threads begin to swap out
spansets. The transition from created to filtering to evicting
is fixed, and determines which Carbink runtime threads race
with application threads at any given moment (§3.6).

3.4

Fault Tolerance via Erasure Coding

Erasure coding provides data redundancy with lower storage
overhead than traditional replication. However, the design
space for erasure coding schemes is more complex. Carbink
seeks to minimize both average and long-tail access penalties for far objects; per our fault model (§3.1), Carbink also
wants to efficiently recover from the failure of memory nodes.
Achieving these goals forced us to make careful decisions
involving coding granularity, parity recalculation, and crossnode transport protocols.
Coding granularity: To motivate Carbink’s decision to
erasure-code at the spanset granularity, first consider an approach that erasure-codes individual spans. In this approach,
to swap out a span, a compute node breaks the span into
data fragments, generates the associated parity fragments, and
then writes the entire set of fragments (data+parity) to remote
nodes. During the swap-in of a span, a compute node must
fetch multiple fragments to reconstruct the target span.
This scheme, which we call EC-Split, is used by Hydra [29].
With EC-Split, handling the failure of memory nodes during
swap-out or swap-in is straightforward: the compute node
who is orchestrating the swap-out or swap-in will detect the
memory node failure, select a replacement memory node,
trigger span reconstruction, and then restart the swap-in or

Schemes
EC data fragment size
Network transport
Parity computation Defragmentation
EC-Split (Hydra [29])
Span chunk
RMA in & out
Local
N/A
EC-2PC
Full span
RMA in, RPC out (+updating parity via 2PC)
Remote
N/A
EC-Batch Local (Carbink)
Full span
RMA in & out
Local
Remote compaction
EC-Batch Remote (Carbink)
Full span
RMA in & out (+parallel 2PC for compaction) Local (swap-out)+ Remote compaction
Remote (compaction)

Table 1: The erasure-coding approaches that we study.
swap-out. The disadvantage of EC-Split is that, to reconstruct
a single span, a compute node must contact multiple memory
nodes to pull in all of the needed fragments. This requirement
to contact multiple memory nodes makes the swap-in operation vulnerable to stragglers (and thus high tail latency2 ). This
requirement also frequently prevents a compute node from
offloading computation to memory nodes; unless a particular object is small, the object will span multiple fragments,
meaning that no single memory node will have a complete
local copy of the object.
An alternate approach is to erasure-code across a group
of equal-sized spans. We call such a group a spanset. In this
approach, each span in the spanset is treated as a fragment,
with parity data computed across all of the spans in the set.
To reconstruct a span, a compute node merely has to contact
the single memory node which stores the span. Carbink uses
this approach to minimize tail latencies.
Parity updating: Erasure-coding at the spanset granularity
but swapping in at the span granularity does introduce complications involving parity updates. The reason is that swapping
in a span s leaves an invalid, span-sized hole in the backing
spanset; the hole must be marked as invalid because, when s
is later swapped out, s will be swapped out as part of a new
spanset. The hole created by swapping in s causes fragmentation in the backing spanset. Determining how to garbagecollect the hole and update the relevant parity information
is non-trivial. Ideally, a scheme for garbage collection and
parity updating would not incur overhead on the critical path
of swap-ins or swap-outs. An ideal scheme would also allow
parity recalculations to occur at either compute nodes or memory nodes, to enable opportunistic exploitation of free CPU
resources on both types of nodes.
Cross-node transport protocols: In systems like RAMCloud [39], machines use RPCs to communicate. RPCs involve software-level overheads on both sides of a communication. Carbink avoids these overheads by using one-sided
RMA, avoiding unnecessary thread wakeups on the receiver.
However, in and of itself, RMA does not automatically solve
the consistency issues that arise when offloading parity calculations to remote nodes (§3.4.2).
Throughout the paper, we compare Carbink’s erasure-coding
approach to various alternatives.
2 Hydra [29] and EC-Cache [42] try to minimize straggler-induced latencies by contacting k + ∆ memory nodes instead of the minimum k, using the
first k responses to reconstruct an object. This approach increases network
traffic and compute-node CPU overheads.

• EC-Split is Hydra’s approach, which erasure-codes at
the span granularity, swaps data using RMA, and synchronously recalculates parity at compute nodes when swapouts occur. Fragmentation within an erasure-coding group
never occurs, as a span is swapped in and out as a full unit.
• EC-2PC erasure-codes using spansets, and uses RMA to
swap in at the span granularity. During a swap-out (which
happens at the granularity of a span), EC-2PC writes the
updated span to the backing memory node; the memory
node then calculates the updates to the parity fragments,
and sends the updates to the relevant memory nodes which
store the parity fragments. To provide crash consistency for
the update to the span and the parity fragments, EC-2PC implements a two-phase commit protocol using RPCs. There
is no fragmentation within an erasure-coding group because
swap-ins and swap-outs both occur at the span granularity.
• EC-Batch Local and EC-Batch Remote are the approaches used by Carbink. Both schemes erasure-code at
spanset granularity, using RMA for swap-in as well as swapout. Swap-ins occur at the granularity of a span, but swapouts occur at the granularity of spansets (§3.4.1); thus, both
EC-Batch approaches deallocate a span’s backing area in
far memory upon swapping that span into a compute node’s
local RAM. The result is that swap-ins create dead space on
a remote memory node. Both EC-Batch schemes reclaim
dead space and recalculate parity data using asynchronous
garbage collection. EC-Batch Local always recalculates
parity on compute nodes, whereas EC-Batch Remote can recalculate parity on compute nodes or memory nodes. When
EC-Batch Remote offloads parity computations to remote
nodes, it employs a parallel commit scheme that avoids the
latencies of traditional two-phase commit (§3.4.2).
Table 1 summarizes the various schemes. We now discuss
EC-Batch Local and Remote in more detail.
3.4.1

EC-Batch: Swapping

Swapping out: In both varieties of EC-Batch, a spanset contains multiple spans of the same size. At swap-out time, a
compute node writes a batch (i.e., a spanset and its parity
fragments) to a memory node. Figure 4a shows an example. In that example, the compute node has two spansets:
spanset1 (consisting of data spans < D1, D2, D3, D4 > and
parity fragments < P1, P2 >), and spanset2 (containing data
spans < D5, D6, D7, D8 > and parity fragments < P3, P4 >).
Carbink uses Reed-Solomon codes [43] to create parity data,
and prioritizes the eviction of spansets that contain cold spans
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Figure 4: EC-Batch swapping-out, swapping-in, and far compaction.
(§3.3). Neither variant of EC-Batch updates spansets in place,
so eviction may require a compute node to request additional
far memory regions from the memory manager.
Swapping in: When an application tries to access an object
that is currently far, the Carbink runtime inspects the application pointer and extracts the Span ID (see Figure 2b). The
runtime consults the far page map (§3.3) to discover which
remote node holds the span. Finally, the runtime initiates the
appropriate RMA operation to swap in the span.
However, swapping in at the span granularity creates remote fragmentation. In Figure 4b, the compute node in the
running example has pulled four spans (D1, D2, D7, and D8)
into local memory. Any particular span lives exclusively in
local memory or far memory; thus, the swap-ins of the four
spans creates dead space on the associated remote memory
nodes. If Carbink wants to fill (say) D1’s dead space with a
new span D9, Carbink must update parity fragments P1 and
P2. For a Reed-Solomon code, those parity fragments will
depend on both D1 and D9.
There are two strawman approaches to update P1 and P2:
• The compute node can read D1 into local memory, generate
the parity information, and then issue writes to P1 and P2.
• Alternatively, the compute node can send D9 to memory
node M1, and request that M1 compute the new parity data
and update P1 and P2.
The second approach requires a protocol like 2PC to guarantee the consistency of data fragments and parity fragments;
without such a protocol, if M1 fails after updating P1, but before updating P2, the parity information will be out-of-sync
with the data fragments.
The first approach, in which the compute node orchestrates
the parity update, avoids the inconsistency challenges of the
second approach. If a memory node dies in the midst of a
parity update, the compute node will detect the failure, pick a
new memory node to back the parity fragment, and retry the
parity update. If the compute node dies in the midst of the parity update, then the memory manager will simply deallocate
all regions belonging to the compute node (§3.1).
Unfortunately, both approaches require a lot of network
bandwidth to fill holes in far memory. To reclaim one vacant
span, the first approach requires three span-sized transfers—
the compute node must read D1 and then write P1 and P2.
The second approach requires two span-sized transfers to update P1 and P2. To reduce these network overheads, Carbink
performs remote compaction, as described in the next section.

3.4.2

EC-Batch: Remote Compaction

Carbink employs remote compaction to defragment far memory using fewer network resources than the two strawmen
above. On a compute node, Carbink executes several compaction threads. These threads look for “matched” spanset
pairs; in each pair, the span positions containing dead space
in one set are occupied in the other set, and vice versa. For example, the two spansets in Figure 4b are a matched pair. Once
the compaction threads find a matched pair, they create a new
spanset whose data consists of the live spans in the matched
pair (e.g., < D3, D4, D5, D6 > in Figure 4b). The compaction
threads recompute and update the parity fragments P10 and
P20 using techniques that we discuss in the next paragraph.
Finally, the compaction threads deallocate the dead spaces
in the matched pair (e.g., < D1, D2, D7, D9, P3, P4 > in Figure 4b), resulting in a situation like the one shown in Figure 4c.
Carbink’s compaction can occur in the background, unlike the
synchronous parity updates of EC-2PC which place consensus
activity on the critical path of swap-outs.
So, how should compaction threads update parity information? Carbink uses Reed-Solomon codes over the Galois
field GF(28 ). The new parity data to compute in Figure 4c is
therefore represented by the following equations on GF(28 ):
P10 − P1 = A1,1 (D5 − D1) + A2,1 (D6 − D2)
P20 − P2 = A1,2 (D5 − D1) + A2,2 (D6 − D2)

where Ai, j (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {0, 1}) are fixed coefficient
vectors in the Reed-Solomon code. Carbink provides two
approaches for updating the parity information.
• In EC-Batch Local, the compute node that triggered the
swap-out orchestrates the updating of parity data. In the
running example, the compute node asks M1 to calculate
the span delta D5 − D1, and asks M2 to calculate the span
delta D6 − D2. After retrieving those updates, the compute
node determines the parity deltas (i.e., P10 − P1 and P20 −
P2) and pushes those deltas to the parity nodes M5 and M6.
• In EC-Batch Remote, the compute node offloads parity
recalculation and updating to memory nodes. In the running
example, the compute node asks M1 to calculate the span
delta D5 − D1, and M2 to calculate the span delta D6 − D2.
The compute node also asks M1 and M2 to calculate partial
parity updates (e.g., A1,1 (D5 − D1) and A1,2 (D5 − D1) on
M1). M1 and M2 are then responsible for sending the partial
parity updates to the parity nodes. For example, M1 sends
A1,1 (D5 − D1) to M5, and A1,2 (D5 − D1) to M6.

In EC-Batch Local, recovery from memory node failure is
orchestrated by the compute node in a straightforward way,
as in EC-Split (§3.4). In EC-Batch Remote, a compute node
performs remote compaction by offloading parity updates to
memory nodes. The compute node ensures fault tolerance
for an individual compaction via 2PC. However, the compute node aggressively issues compaction requests in parallel.
Two compactions (i.e., two instance of the 2PC protocol) are
safe to concurrently execute if the compactions involve different spansets; the prepare and commit phases of the two
compactions can partially or fully overlap.
On a compute node, Carbink’s runtime can monitor the
CPU load and network utilization of remote memory nodes.
The runtime can default to remote compaction via EC-Batch
Local, but opportunistically switch to EC-Batch Remote if
spare resources emerge on memory nodes. During a switch
to a different compaction mode, Carbink allows all in-flight
compactions to complete before issuing new compactions that
use the new compaction mode.
The strawmen defragmentation schemes in Section 3.4.1 require two or three span-sized network transfers to recover one
dead span. In the context of Figure 4, EC-Batch Local recovers four dead spans using four span-sized network transfers.
EC-Batch Remote requires four span-sized network transfers (plus some small messages generated by the consistency
protocol) to recover four dead spans.

3.5

Failure Recovery

Carbink handles two kinds of memory node failures: planned
and unplanned. Planned failures are scheduled by the cluster
manager [51, 52] to allow for software updates, disk reformatting, and so on. Unplanned failures happen unexpectedly,
and are caused by phenomena like kernel panics, defective
hardware, and power disruptions.
Planned failures: When the cluster manager decides to
schedule a planned failure, the manager sends a warning notification to the affected memory nodes. When a memory
node receives such a warning, the memory node informs the
memory manager. In turn, the memory manager notifies any
compute nodes that have allocated regions belonging to the
soon-to-be-offline memory node. Those compute nodes stop
swapping-out to the memory node, but may continue to swapin from the node as long as the node is still alive. Meanwhile,
the memory manager orchestrates the migration of regions
from the soon-to-be-offline memory node to other memory
nodes. When a particular region’s migration has completed,
the memory manager informs the relevant compute node, who
then updates the local mapping from Region ID to backing
memory node. At some point during this process, the memory manager may also request non-failing memory nodes to
contribute additional regions to the global pool of far memory.
Unplanned Failures: On a compute node, the Carbink runtime is responsible for detecting the unplanned failure of a

memory node. The runtime does so via connection timeouts
or more sophisticated leasing protocols [15, 16]. Upon detecting an unplanned failure, the runtime spawns background
threads to reconstruct the affected spans using erasure coding. The runtime is also responsible for allowing application
threads to read spans whose recovery is in-flight.
Span reconstruction: To reconstruct the spans belonging to
a failed memory node M f ail , a compute node first requests
a new region from the memory manager. Suppose that the
new region is provided by memory node Mnew . The compute
node iterates through each lost spanset associated with M f ail ;
for each spanset, the compute node tells Mnew which external
spans and parity fragments to read in order to erasure-coderestore M f ail ’s data. As the relevant spans are restored, a
compute node can still swap in and remotely compact those
spans. However, the swap-in and remote compaction activity
will have to synchronize with recovery activity (§3.6).
In EC-Batch Local, when a compute node detects a memory node failure, the compute node cancels all in-flight compactions involving that node. A compute node using ECBatch Remote does the same; however, for each canceled
compaction, the compute node must also instruct the surviving memory nodes in the 2PC group to cancel the transaction.
The data and parity for a swapped-out spanset reside on
multiple memory nodes. As a compute node recovers from
the failure of one of the nodes in that group, another node in
the group may fail. As long as the number of failed nodes
does not exceed the number of parity nodes, Carbink can
recover the spanset. The reason is that all of the information
needed to recover is stored on a compute node, e.g., in the far
page heap (§3.3). Due to space limitations, we omit a detailed
explanation of how Carbink deals with concurrent failures.
Degraded reads: During the reconstruction of an affected
span, application threads may try to swap in the span. The
runtime handles such a fetch using a degraded read protocol. For example, consider Figure 4a. Suppose that M1 fails
unexpectedly, and while the Carbink runtime is recovering
M1’s spans (D1 and D5), an application thread tries to read
an object residing in D1. The runtime will swap in data spans
D2, D3, and D4, as well as parity fragment P1, and then reconstruct D1 via erasure coding. Degraded reads ensure that
the failure of a memory node merely slows down an application instead of blocking it. In Section 5.3, we show that
application performance only drops for 0.6 seconds, and only
suffers a throughput degradation of 36% during that time.
Network bandwidth consumption: During failure recovery,
Carbink consumes the same amount of network bandwidth
as Hydra. For example, suppose that both Hydra and Carbink
use RS4.2 encoding and have 4 spans, with a span stored on
each of 4 memory nodes. In Hydra, a single node failure will
lose four 1/4th spans. Reconstructing each 1/4th span will
require the reading of four 1/4th span/parity regions from the
surviving nodes, resulting in an aggregate network bandwidth
requirement of 1 full span. So, reconstructing four 1/4th spans

will require an aggregate network bandwidth of 4 full spans.
In Carbink, the failure of a single memory node results in the
loss of 1 full span. To recover that span, Carbink (like Hydra)
must read 4 span/parity regions.

3.6

Thread Synchronization

On a compute node, the main kinds of Carbink threads are
applications threads (which read objects, write objects, and
swap in spans), filtering threads (which move objects within
local spans), and eviction threads (which reclaim space by
swapping local spansets to far memory). At any given time, a
span may be in one of two concurrency regimes (§3.3): the
span is either accessible to application threads and filtering
threads, or to application threads and eviction threads. In both
regimes, Carbink has to synchronize how the relevant threads
update Carbink’s smart pointers (§3.2).
At a high level, Carbink uses an RCU locking scheme that
is somewhat reminiscent of AIFM’s approach [44]. Due to
space restrictions, we merely sketch the design. Carbink optimizes for the common case in which a span is only being
accessed by an application thread. In this common case, an
application thread grabs an RCU read lock on the pointer via
the pointer’s Deref() method, as shown in Listing 1. The
thread sees that either (1) the Present bit is not set, in which
case the Carbink runtime issues an RMA read to swap in
the appropriate span; (2) alternatively, the thread sees that
the Present bit is set, but the M and E bits are unset. In the
second case, Deref() can just return a normal pointer back
to the application. The application can be confident that concurrent filtering or evicting threads will not move or evict the
object, because those threads cannot touch the object until
application-level threads have released their RCU read locks
via the DerefScope destructor (Listing 1).
The more complicated scenarios arise when the Present
bit is set and either the M or E bit are set as well. In this
case, the (say) M bit has been set because the filtering thread
set the bit and then called SyncRCU() (i.e., the RCU write
waiting lock). The concurrent application thread and filtering
thread essentially race to acquire the pointer’s spinlock; if the
application thread (i.e., Deref()) wins, it makes a copy of the
object, clears M, releases the spinlock, and returns the address
of the object copy to the application. Otherwise, if the filtering
thread wins, it moves the object, clears M, and releases the
spinlock. The losing thread has to retry the desired action. An
analogous situation occurs if the E bit is set.
Carbink’s eviction and remote compaction threads directly
poll the network stack to learn about RMA completions and
RPC completions. An application thread which has issued
an RMA swap-in operation will yield, but a dedicated RMA
poller thread detects when application RMAs have completed
and awakens the relevant application threads. Polling avoids
the overheads of context switching to new threads and notifying old threads that network events have occurred.

During recovery (§3.5), Carbink spawns additional threads
to orchestrate the reconstruction of spans. Those threads acquire per-spanset mutexes which are also acquired by threads
performing swap-ins, swap-outs, and remote compactions.

4

Implementation

Our Carbink prototype contains 14.3K lines of C++. It runs
atop unmodified OSes, using standard POSIX abstractions
for kernel-visible threads and synchronization. The runtime
leverages the PonyExpress user-space network stack [35]. On
a compute node, all threads in a particular application (both
application-defined threads and Carbink-defined threads) execute in the same process. On a memory node, a Carbink
daemon exposes far memory via RMAs or RPCs. We use
Intel ISA-L v2.30.0 [25] for Reed-Solomon erasure coding.
Our current prototype has a simplified memory manager
that is unreplicated, does not handle planned failures, and
statically assigns memory nodes to compute nodes. Implementing the full version of the memory manager will be conceptually straightforward, since we can use off-the-shelf libraries for replicated state machines [1, 45] and cluster management [51, 52]. We also note that the experiments in §5
are insensitive to the performance of the memory manager,
regardless of whether the manager is replicated or not. The
reason is that memory allocations and deallocations (which
must be routed through the memory manager) are rare and
are not on the critical path of steady-state compute node operations like swap-in and swap-out.
To better understand the performance overheads of
Carbink’s erasure-coding approach, we built an AIFMlike [44] far memory system. That system uses remotable
pointers like Carbink, but swaps in and out at the granularity of objects, and provides no fault tolerance. Like Carbink,
it leverages the PonyExpress [35] user-space network stack.
Our AIFM clone is 5.8K lines of C++.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we answer the following questions:
1. What is the latency, throughput, and remote memory usage of EC-Batch compared with the other fault tolerance
schemes (§5.1 and §5.2)?
2. How does an unplanned memory node failure impact the
performance of Carbink applications (§5.3)?
3. How does the performance of Carbink’s span-based memory organization compare to the performance of an AIFMlike object-level approach (§5.4)?
Testbed setup: We deployed eight machines in the same rack,
including one compute node and seven memory nodes; one of
the memory nodes was used for failover. Each machine was
equipped with dual-socket 2.2 GHz Intel Broadwell processors and a 50 Gbps NIC.
Fault tolerance schemes: Using the Carbink runtime, we
compared our proposed EC-Batch schemes to four ap-
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Figure 6: Latency distribution of remote object accesses in
the microbenchmark under an offered load of 2 Mops.
proaches: Non-FT (a non-fault-tolerant scheme that used
RMA to swap spans), Replication (which replicated spans on
multiple nodes), EC-Split (the approach used by Hydra [29]),
and EC-2PC (Table 1). We configured all fault tolerance
schemes to tolerate up to two memory node failures. So,
the Replication scheme replicated each swapped-out span on
three memory nodes, whereas the EC schemes used six memory nodes—four held data, and two held RS4.2 parity bits [43].
EC-Batch spawned two compaction threads by default.
As mentioned in Section 4, we also built an AIFM-like far
memory system. This system did not provide fault tolerance,
but it provided a useful comparison with our Non-FT Carbink
version.
Carbink borrows the span sizes that are used by TCMalloc
(§3.3). These parameters have been empirically observed to
reduce internal fragmentation. In our evaluation, EC-Batch
(both Local and Remote) grouped four equal-size spans into a
spanset, swapping out at the granularity of a spanset. Increasing spanset sizes would allow Carbink to issue larger batched
RMAs, improving network efficiency. However, spansets
whose evictions are in progress must be locked in local memory while RMAs complete; thus, larger spanset sizes would
delay the reclamation of larger portions of local memory.
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Microbenchmarks

To get a preliminary idea of Carbink’s performance, we created a synthetic benchmark that wrote 15 million 1 KB objects
(totalling 15 GB) to a remotable array. The compute node’s
local memory had space to store 7.5 GB of objects (i.e., half
of the total set). By default, the compute node spawned 128

threads on 32 logical cores to access objects; the access pattern had a Zipfian-distributed [41] skew of 0.99. Such skews
are common in real workloads for key/value stores [7].
Object access throughput and tail latency: Figure 5 shows
the 99th-percentile latency with various object access loads.
All of the fault-tolerant schemes eventually hit a “hockey stick”
in tail latency growth when the schemes could no longer catch
up with the offered load. EC-Batch Remote had the highest
sustained throughput (6.0 Mops), which was 40% higher than
the throughput of the state-of-the-art EC-Split (4.3 Mops).
EC-Batch Local achieved 5.6 Mops, which was 30% higher
than EC-Split. EC-Split had worse performance because it
had to issue four RMA requests to swap in one span; thus, ECSplit quickly became bottlenecked by network IO. In contrast,
EC-Batch only issued one RMA request per swap-in.
EC-Batch Remote had 18%-29% lower tail latency than
EC-Split under the same load (before reaching the “hockeystick”). The reason was that EC-Split’s larger number of
RMAs per swap-in left EC-Split more vulnerable to stragglers [29]. Also recall that EC-Batch can support computation
offloading [3, 27, 44, 57], which is hard with EC-Split (§3.4).
EC-2PC had the worst throughput because it relied on
costly RPCs and 2PC protocols to swap out spans. Thus, EC2PC could not reclaim local memory as fast as other schemes.
The Replication scheme was bottlenecked by network bandwidth, since every swap-out incurred a 3× network write
penalty; in contrast, EC-based schemes used RS4.2 erasure
coding to reduce the write penalty to 1.5×.
Latency distribution of remote object accesses: Figure 6
shows the latency of accessing remote objects under 2 Mops
of offered load. With this low offered load, Replication and
EC-Batch Remote achieved similar access latencies as NonFT because none of the schemes were bottlenecked by network bandwidth. EC-Batch Local had slightly higher remote
access latencies. However, EC-Split had significantly higher
access latencies (e.g., at the median and tail) than EC-Batch
Local and Remote; the reason was that EC-Split issued four
times as many network IOs and thus was more sensitive to
stragglers. EC-2PC’s tail latency was slightly higher than that
of EC-Batch Local and Remote due to the overhead of costly
RPCs and 2PC traffic.
Impact of skewness: Figure 7 shows how the skewness of
object accesses impacted throughput. EC-Batch Remote and

Table 2: Remote resource usage in the microbenchmark. The
remote memory usage is normalized with respect to the usage of Non-FT. The number of remote logical cores and the
network bandwidth are averaged across all six memory nodes.
Local performed best due to their more efficient swapping
approaches. However, the throughput of all schemes increased
with higher skewness. The reason is that high skewness led
to a smaller working set and thus a higher likelihood that
hot objects were locally resident. In these scenarios, schemes
with faster swapping were not rewarded as much.
Remote resource usage with compaction: Table 2 shows
the impact of compaction on the average memory, CPU, and
bandwidth usage per memory node. Without compaction, ECBatch used 3.03× remote memory (normalized with respect to
Non-FT memory consumption). With two local compaction
threads, EC-Batch Remote’s memory overhead reduced to
1.83×. The memory reduction was at the expense of 2.1 cores
and 3.15 Gbps bandwidth on each memory node. With more
compaction threads, Carbink could further reduce memory
usage at the cost of higher CPU and bandwidth utilization.
That being said, we note that the synthetic microbenchmark
application represented an extreme case of remote CPU and
network usage, since the workload accessed objects without
actually computing on them.
EC-Batch Remote vs. Local: EC-Batch Remote had higher
throughput and lower tail latency than EC-Batch Local (Figure 5). This was because EC-Batch Local’s compaction required (1) local CPUs for parity computation and (2) network
bandwidth for transferring span deltas and parity updates, leaving fewer local resources for application threads and RMA
reads. Because of EC-Batch Remote’s faster compaction, ECBatch Remote also used 28%-34% less remote memory than
EC-Batch Local (Table 2). However, EC-Batch Remote consumed more remote CPUs (2.10 vs. 0.53 cores) and more
network bandwidth (3.15 vs. 1.64 Gbps) than Local. In practice, the Carbink runtime could transparently switch between
EC-Batch Remote and Local based on an application developer’s policy about resource/performance trade-offs.

5.2

Macrobenchmarks

We evaluated Carbink using two memory-intensive applications that would benefit from remote memory: an in-memory
transactional key-value store, and a graph processing algorithm. The two applications exhibited different patterns of
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Figure 8: Transactional KV-store evaluation.
object accesses, and had different working set behaviors.
Transactional KV-store: This application implemented a
transactional in-memory B-tree, exposing it via a key/value
interface similar to that of MongoDB [37]. Each remotable
object was a 4 KB value stored in a B-tree leaf. The application spawned 128 threads, and each thread processed 20 K
transactions. The compute node provisioned 32 logical cores,
with the application overlapping execution of the threads for
higher throughput [26, 38, 44, 56]. Each transaction contained
three reads and three writes, similar to the TPC-A benchmark [53]. Each update created a new version of a particular
key’s value; asynchronously, the application trimmed old versions. The maximum working set size during the experiment
was roughly 50 GB.
Throughput: Figure 8a shows the KV-store throughput when
varying the size of local memory (normalized as a fraction
of the maximum working set size). In scenarios with less
than 50% local memory, EC-Batch Remote achieved higher
transactions per second (TPS) than all other fault tolerance
schemes. For example, TPS for EC-Batch Remote was 1.5%48% higher than that of EC-Split; this was because EC-Batch
only needed one RMA request to swap in a span. EC-Batch
Remote was at most 29% slower than Non-FT, mainly due to
the additional parity update required for fault tolerance. ECBatch Local was at most 13% slower than EC-Batch Remote.
EC-2PC performed the worst among EC schemes.
All schemes achieved similar throughput when the local
memory size was above 50%. The reason was that the average
working set size of the workload was only half the size of the
maximum memory usage. The maximum memory usage only
occurred when the B-Tree had fallen very behind in culling
old versions of objects.
Remote memory usage: Figure 8b plots remote memory usage as a function of local memory sizes; remote memory
usage is normalized with respect to that of Non-FT. Compared to EC-Split, EC-Batch Remote and Local used up to
35% and 93% more remote memory, respectively. EC-Batch
schemes defragmented remote memory using compaction,
but when local memory space was less than 50%, remote
compaction could not immediately defragment the spanset
holes created by frequent span swap-ins. As local memory
grew larger, span fetching became less frequent, making it
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periods of high local memory pressure.
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easier for remote compaction to reclaim space. In this less
hectic environment, EC-Batch’s remote memory usage was
similar to that of the other erasure-coding schemes.3
Graph processing: We implemented a connectedcomponents algorithm [50] that found all sets of linked
vertices in a graph. This kind of algorithm is critical to
various Google services. We evaluated the algorithm using
the Friendster graph [30] which contained 65 million vertexes
and 1.8 billion edges. In the graph analysis code, each
vertex’s adjacency list was referenced via remotable pointers.
The total size of the objects stored in Carbink was roughly 40
GB. The application used 80 application threads that ran atop
80 logical cores. In our experimental results, the reported
processing times exclude graph loading, since graph loading
is dominated by disk latencies.
Figure 9a shows that all schemes had similar processing
times as Non-FT, regardless of the local memory size. The
reason was that the graph application had a high computeto-network ratio—the application fetched all neighbors associated with each vertex and then spent non-trivial time enumerating each neighbor and computing on them. As a result
of this good spatial locality and high “think time,” the graph
application did not incur frequent data swapping, and thus
avoided fault tolerance overhead that the KV-store could not.
Figure 9b shows that EC-Batch Local and Remote had
similar remote memory usage as EC-Split: 15%-39% lower
than EC-2PC and roughly 50% lower than Replication. All
EC-based schemes had lower remote memory overheads than
Replication because the erasure coding only incurred a 1.5×
space overhead for the extra parity data.
EC-2PC used more memory than EC-Batch because the
graph workload randomly fetched diverse-sized spans. The
random fetch sizes reflected the fact that different vertices
had different sizes for their adjacency lists. This lack of span
size locality hindered dead space reclamation, since EC-2PC
had to wait longer for all of the spans in an erasure-coding
group to be swapped in. EC-Batch avoided this problem by
bundling equal-sized spans into the same spanset and using
remote compaction.
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Failure Recovery

We measured the recovery time for an unplanned memory
node failure in the KV-store, the graph processor, and the
microbenchmark application. For the graph application, all
schemes achieved similar processing time during unplanned
failures; thus, in the text below, we focus on the KV-store and
the microbenchmark.
Transactional KV-store: Figure 10a shows the KV-store
throughput of Replication and EC-Batch Local, with a data
point collected every 100 ms before and after an unplanned
memory node failure. Upon detecting the failure, EC-Batch
Local immediately reconstructed the lost data on a preconfigured failover memory node. We gave the KV-store 15
GB of local memory, equivalent to 30% of the 50 GB maximum working set size.
The throughput of both schemes fluctuated sinusoidally because the KV-store frequently tried to swap in remote objects,
but the swap-ins sometimes had to synchronously block until
eviction threads could reclaim enough local memory. After a
memory node failed, EC-Batch needed 0.6 seconds to restore
normal throughput, while replication needed 0.3 seconds. This
is because, during failure recovery, an EC-Batch read that targeted an affected span used the degraded read protocol which
uses more bandwidth than a normal read (§3.5); in contrast,
a Replication read that targeted an affected span consumed
the same amount of bandwidth as a read during non-failurerecovery. During recovery, the throughput of Replication and
EC-Batch dropped an average of 35% and 36% respectively.
EC-Batch required 9.7 seconds to fully regenerate the lost
data on the failover node, taking 1.7× longer than Replication.
This difference arose because, in EC-Batch, the new memory
node read 4× span/parity information involving the lost data
and computed erasure codes to reconstruct the lost data. In
contrast, Replication lost more data per memory node, but
only read one copy of the lost data. Note that with EC-Batch,
degraded reads mostly happened during the first second of failure recovery; the skewed workload meant that a small number
of objects were the targets of most reads, and once a hot object
was pulled into local memory (perhaps by a degraded read),
the object would not generate additional degraded reads.
Microbenchmark: Figure 10b shows recovery times as a
function of the remote data size. The recovery time of ECBatch increased almost linearly with the remote data size,
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Figure 11: Application performance: AIFM-like objectbased systems and Carbink.
with 0.6 GB/s recovery speed. This speed was 12%-44%
slower than Replication due to the larger amount of recovery
information that EC-Batch had to transfer around the network,
and the computational overhead of generating erasure codes.
Prior work [10, 29, 58] also found that, during recovery,
erasure-coding schemes had longer recovery times and worse
performance degradation than replication schemes. However,
this drawback only happens for unplanned failures which, in
our production environment, are rare compared to planned
failures; in an erasure-coding scheme, handling a planned
failure just requires simple copying of the information on a
departing memory node, and does not incur additional work
to find parity information or recompute erasure coding. Thus,
in our deployment setting where unplanned failures are rare,
erasure-coding schemes (which have lower memory utilization than replication schemes) are very attractive.

5.4

Comparison with AIFM-like Systems

We compared span-based swapping in Carbink with the objectbased approach used in AIFM [44]. We implemented two
AIFM-like systems using our threading and network stack
(§4). The first system used RPCs to swap individual objects,
with the remote memory nodes tracking the object-to-remotelocation mapping (as done in AIFM). Our second objectgranularity swapping system used more-efficient RMAs to
swap objects, and had compute nodes track the mapping between objects and their remote locations; recall that RMA is
one-sided, so compute nodes could not rely on memory nodes
to synchronously update mappings during swaps. Like the
original AIFM, neither system provided fault tolerance.
Transactional KV-store: Figure 11a shows that, if local
memory was too small to hold the average working set, NonFT Carbink had 45%-167% higher throughput than the AIFMlike system with RPC. The reason is that, when local memory
pressure was high, more swapping occurred, and the better
efficiency of RMAs over RPCs became important. However,
Non-FT Carbink achieved 5.6%-15% lower throughput than
the object-based system with RMA. This was due to swap-in
amplification. For example, Non-FT Carbink might swap in
an 8KB span but only use one 4KB object in the span; this
never happens in a system that swaps at an object granularity.

Graph processing: Figure 11b shows the graph application’s
processing time. When the local memory size was below
87.5%, Carbink performed 18%-58% faster than the objectbased system with RMA. This is because, in the graph workload, 4% of large objects occupied 50% of the overall data set.
Carbink prioritized swapping out large cold objects (§3.3),
keeping most small objects in local memory and reducing the
miss rate for those objects. In contrast, the object-based systems did not consider object sizes when swapping, leading to
an increased miss rate for small objects. Note that, with larger
local memories, all schemes had similar performance; indeed,
when all objects fit into local memory, the object-based system with RPC slightly outperformed the rest because it did
not require a dedicated core to poll for RMA completions.
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Discussion

EC-Batch for paging-based systems: Carbink uses ECBatch to transparently expose far memory via remotable pointers. However, EC-Batch can also be used to expose far memory via OS paging mechanisms [5, 22, 46]. In a traditional
paging-based approach for far memory, a compute node swaps
in and out at the granularity of a page. However, a compute
node can use EC-Batch to treat each page as a span, such that
pages are swapped out at the “pageset” granularity, and pages
are swapped in at the page granularity.
Custom one-sided operations: EC-Batch requires memory
nodes to calculate span deltas and parity updates (§3.4.2). In
our Carbink prototype, memory nodes use separate threads
to execute these calculations. However, memory nodes could
instead implement them as custom one-sided operations in the
network stack, such that the network stack itself performs the
calculations, avoiding the need to context-switch to external
threads. This approach has been used in prior work [6, 9, 35,
47, 48] to avoid thread scheduling overheads.
Designing the memory manager: We used a centralized
manager because such a manager (1) simplified our overall
design, and (2) made it easier to drive memory utilization high
(because a centralized manager will have a global, accurate
view of memory allocation metadata). A similarly-centralized
memory manager is used by the distributed transaction system
FaRM [16]. If the centralized manager became unavailable,
Carbink could fall back to a decentralized memory allocation
scheme like the one used by Hydra [29] or INFINISWAP [22].
The state maintained by the memory manager is not large.
With 1 GB regions, we expect up to 500 regions in a typical
memory node (similar to FaRM [16]). With thousands of
memory nodes, the memory manager just needs to store a few
MBs of state for region assignments.
Fault tolerance for compute nodes: In Carbink, a compute
node does not share memory with other compute nodes. Thus,
a Carbink application can checkpoint its own state without
fear of racing with other compute nodes that modify the state
being checkpointed. Checkpoint data could be placed in a

Fast Low Fast
Coding
Interface
s/o mem s/i
granularity
On-disk rpl. 7 3 3
Various
–
In-memory rpl. 3 7 3
Various
–
Hydra [29]
3 3 7
Paging
Split 4KB pages
Cocytus [10] 3 3 7
KV-store
Across 4KB pages
BCStore [31] 3 3 7
KV-store
Across objs
Hybrid [32] 7
7 3
KV-store
Split 4KB pages
Carbink
3 3 3 Remotable pointers Across spans

Table 3: Comparison of existing fault-tolerant approaches
for far memory. “Fast s/o” indicates whether a system can
swap out at network/memory speeds. “Low mem” means that
a system has relatively low memory pressure. “Fast s/i” refers
to whether a system can swap in at network/memory speeds.
non-Carbink store, obviating the need to track how checkpointed spans move across Carbink memory nodes during
compaction and invalidation. Alternatively, Carbink itself
could store checkpoints, e.g., in the fault-tolerant address
space of a well-known Carbink application whose sole purpose is to store checkpoints.
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Related Work

Fault tolerance for far memory: Many far memory systems
do not provide fault tolerance [2, 44, 55]. Of the systems
that do, most replicate swapped-out data to local disks or
remote ones [5, 22, 46]. Unfortunately, this approach forces
application performance to bottleneck on disk bandwidth or
disk IOPs during bursty workloads or failure recovery [29].
This behavior is unattractive, since a primary goal of a far
memory system is to have applications run at memory speeds
as much as possible.
Like Carbink, Hydra [29] is a far memory system that
provides fault tolerance by writing erasure-coded local memory data to far RAM. Hydra uses the EC-Split coding approach that we describe in Section 3.4. As we demonstrate in
Section 5, Carbink’s erasure-coding scheme provides better
application performance in exchange for somewhat higher
memory consumption. Carbink’s coding scheme also enables
the offloading of computations to far memory nodes. Such offloading can significantly improve the performance of various
applications [3, 27, 44, 57].
Fault tolerance for in-memory transactions and KVstores: In-memory transaction systems typically provide fault
tolerance by replicating data across the memory of multiple
nodes [15, 16, 26]. These approaches suffer from the classic
disadvantages of replication: double or triple storage overhead, and the associated increase in network traffic.
Recent in-memory KV-stores use erasure coding to provide
fault tolerance. For example, Cocytus [10] and BCStore [31]
only rely on in-memory replication to store small instances
of metadata; object data is erasure-coded using a default page
size of 4KB. Cocytus erasure-codes using a scheme that resembles EC-2PC (§3.4). To reduce the network utilization of

a Cocytus-style approach, a BCStore compute node buffers
outgoing writes; this approach allows the node to batch the
computation of parity fragments (and thus issue fewer updates
to remote data and parity regions). Batching reduces network
overhead at the cost of increasing write latency.
Both Cocytus and BCStore rely on two-sided RPCs to manipulate far memory. RPCs incur software-level overheads
involving thread scheduling and context switching on remote
nodes. To avoid these costs, Carbink eschews RPCs for oneside RMA operations. Carbink also issues fewer parity updates than Cocytus; whereas Cocytus uses expensive 2PC
to update parity information during every write, Carbink defers parity updates until compaction occurs on remote nodes
(§3.4.2). Carbink’s compaction approach is also more efficient than that of BCStore. BCStore’s compaction algorithm
performs actual copying of data objects on memory nodes,
whereas Carbink compaction just manipulates span pointers
inside of spanset metadata.
A far memory system could use both replication and erasure
coding [32]. For example, during a Hydra-style swap-out, a
span would be erasure-coded and the fragments written to
memory nodes; however, a full replica of the span would
also be written out. Relative to Carbink, this hybrid approach
would have lower reconstruction costs (assuming that the full
replica did not live on the failed node). However, Carbink
would have lower memory overheads because no full replica
of a span would be stored. Carbink would also have faster
swap-outs, because swap-outs in the hybrid scheme would
require an EC-2PC-like mechanism to ensure consistency.
Table 3 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the
various systems discussed above.
Memory compaction: In Carbink, the far memory regions
used by a program become fragmented as spans are swapped
in. Memory compaction is a well-studied topic in the literature
about “moving” garbage collectors for managed languages
(e.g., [11, 18, 49]). Moving garbage collection is also possible
for C/C++ programs; Mesh [40] represents the state-of-the-art.
With respect to this prior work, Carbink’s unique challenge
is that the compaction algorithm (§3.4.2) must compose well
with an erasure coding scheme that governs how objects move
between local memory and far memory.
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Conclusion

Carbink is a far memory system that provides low-latency,
low-overhead fault tolerance. Carbink erasure-codes data using a span-centric approach that does not expose swap-in
operations to stragglers. Whenever possible, Carbink uses
efficient one-sided RMAs to exchange data between compute nodes and memory nodes. Carbink also uses novel compaction techniques to asynchronously defragment far memory.
Compared to Hydra, a state-of-the-art fault-tolerant system
for far memory, Carbink has 29% lower tail latency and 48%
higher application performance, with at most 35% higher
memory usage.
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